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From: Attorney General Omar Moore 

To: Speaker of the Senate Savannah Hughes 

Date: October 28, 2019 

Re: Attendance of Senators 

Speaker Hughes,   

This is a consideration that falls entirely under the purview of the  87th  Session Rules of the  

Senate. Although, attendance is referenced under requirements for membership, Rule II also    

indicates  that there are exceptions permissible under this text.  It is my understanding that the 

decision to assess the necessity of an absence  is ultimately subject to your discretion as Speaker.  

Per the Rule  II of the Senate, Section F  regarding Attendance and Accountability, it dictates:  

1)  No Senator  shall  be  absent  from  the  service  of  the  Senate  without  leave.  

“Leave” in this instance refers to   “time permitted away from work” as defined by the Cambridge  

Dictionary. Given that the se  rules vest the Speaker with the responsibility of overseeing senate  

membership, their discretion must accommodate for different circumstances   in granting leave to 

a given senator. It is my only recommendation that the most weight be given in regards to  

quorum. If a senators sustained absences limit the voting body as a whole, this would not be a  

valid case of leave. Additionally, leave should generally be granted on a  temporal  basis. In the 

case of course conflicts, a senator should not carry out an entire term under the impression that   
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overlapping classes are appropriate. The Rules of the Senate establish numerous criteria for its 

membership. This is due to the multitude of ways that a senator can serve is constituents. Insofar 

as they are meeting outreach hours, attending committees, and servicing their respective colleges 

in other ways, a Speaker is able to grant leave provided there is no conflict so that a senator may 

be excused. I hope this clarifies any ambiguity. 

Best, 

Omar Moore 

Attorney General 
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